Studley Wood Seniors’ Committee
Virtual meeting held at 17.00 on 7th April 2021
Minutes
In attendance: Stephen Capaldi (SC), Stephen Painter (SP), Phil Chaundy (PC), Dave Drew (DD),
David Hughes (DH), Hans Menzel (HM), David Scott (DS), Terry Davies (TD)
Subject/Discussion Points

1.

Apologies: Martin Wilkinson (MW),

2

Minutes ….. the minutes of the meeting of 16th March 2021 were agreed. There
were no matters arising not covered on the agenda.

3.

June Roll-Up ….. The June programme was considered well balanced, giving
members the opportunity to play qualifying competitions and social golf in
equal measures. It was agreed that if a member signed up for a roll-up
competition which was designated a qualifier, that member was automatically
part of the competition and would be playing a qualifying round. The member
would not be allowed to sign-up “just to obtain a tee-time”
(SC) will remind members about the sign-up process involving HowDidIDo. Any
problems with the system, and or the process, will be addressed as they arise.

4.

5.

Seniors’ Singles Knockout ….. The rules for the competition were circulated
prior to the meeting. One correction that should be made “Playing Handicap
should read Course Handicap”. Members will be asked to sign-up before 23rd
April with £5 entry taken automatically from their card. The group stage will
this year be played over 18 holes, with each stage having definite closing dates.
The committee agreed that the rules, with the minor change, could be generally
circulated. (SC) stated that John Walker had volunteered “to do the admin” for
the competition.
25th Anniversary Competition ….. Whilst the Club in general is to hold a
competition in July / August, the Seniors Section will hold a Stableford (Q)
competition on 4th May. (DD) has donated one of his many “spare” trophies,
which will be brought up to date, to be presented to the winner. The draw will
be conducted as per regular Stableford competitions. (PC)

6.

Feedback from General & Men’s Committee ….. The main focus was the restart
of golf and the logistics of getting members back out on the course. After the
initial rush bookings have quietened down making booking tee-times easier. For
the Seniors there will be no inter club matches before the end of May, although
the Springs away match on 29th April will go ahead. There will be an effort to
rearrange the cancelled matches, but not a strong likelihood.
The Club have a plan surrounding 2021 / 2022 subscription, but rather than
speculate (SC) would like to wait the Club’s announcement.

7.

Treasurer’s Report ….. As (MW) did not attend the meeting (SC) will include
this on the next meeting’s agenda.

8.

AOB ….. (SC) suggested that the Seniors Section were “sitting on a lot of cash”
and the Committee need to consider how the funds might be used. (SP)
suggested a summer lunch, possibly outdoors, would be in order following the
difficulties of the past year.
• (DS) reminded the meeting that the matter of engraving and updating
winner’s boards still had not been resolved and could result in a ca
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9.

£300 cost.
Was there an intention to revert back to the old roll-up format? It was
thought that whilst only a single tee start was in place this was
impossible. Members have given positive feedback of being allocated a
tee time and being able to turn up without a long wait before playing.
The situation will be monitored.
As a statement, the Club have no urgent plan to re-employ caterers.
(TD) has prepared a comprehensive A5 sheet to help calculate
percentage handicaps for the different competitions we intend to play.
A laminated version will be offered to all seniors, this in return for a
modest donation to the Seniors Captain’s nominated charity The
Oxford Branch of the Samaritans.
It was confirmed that for upcoming qualifying competitions winter rules
would be in place. Again, the situation will be monitored.

Date of next Meeting ….. This was set as 18th May at ca 2.00pm, hopefully face
to face in the Clubhouse after the roll-up.
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